q feature: DRIP - THE NEW WAY TO SEX
drip is Australia’s newest, hottest and most progressive intimacy brand with premium, locallymade, products that give back to local organisations and fund sex-positive content on www.
dripfeed.life, where nothing is taboo (as long as you’re a consenting adult).
drip's purpose is to improve people’s lives through frictionless experiences of sex and intimacy. It
does this by challenging the outdated structures around sex that exist in our society and giving a
voice to underrepresented communities. A passion project started by founder Hugh Crothers, drip’s
products and online platform drip(feed) is designed to celebrate the diversity of sex, based on real
people’s needs and experiences.
Hugh Crothers, founder of drip and drip(feed) says: “After spending 15 years exploring my sexuality
after coming out, I craved a trustworthy source that spoke to me like an uncle or an aunt. One that
listened and gave advice without judgement, shame or bias, and had his experience of pleasure front
of mind. Cue drip(feed). “
“Next, it was time to tackle sex
products that made me proud to
me to develop drip – products that
points, designed with the entire
from taste to smell, to feel and ease

products. I didn’t have any
own and use often. This led
respond to real-life friction
sexual experience in mind,
of use.”

Whether it’s a one-night hookup
or a long term lover, to “reduce the
friction” so commonly associated
with sex, drip has developed a range
of products to ensure everyone
has access to the pleasure we all
deserve:
o Water-based lube: Finally, a waterbased lube you don’t need to wash off – non-sticky and
both taste and smell-free so you can focus entirely on
the moment at hand. Suitable for sensitive skin, it’s as
versatile as you are.
o Oil-based lube: Certified organic with all the benefits of
coconut oil but liquefied for easy use and lubrication. It
can be used for massage, play and even as a moisturiser.
o Breath spray: Enjoy intimate morning sex moments with a fresh minty fix – drip wants you
breathing heavily with confidence, whether it’s first thing in the morning or last thing at night.
o Toy cleaner: A sexy antibacterial spray that’s designed to be used often rather than forgotten, it’s
also latex toy safe, ensuring your toys are ready to report for duty whenever you need them.
drip’s products also help to fund sex-positive content on the online platform drip(feed) which has
been live since July 2021. The site features content from writers and sexperts and internationally
renowned musicians who have curated sex playlists and user-generated content, exploring friction
through conversation, education and stimulation to empower people to live their best sex lives.
drip(feed) is a space to talk about sex differently, shining a light on underrepresented communities
such as those with a disability, sex workers, mums and the complexities of postnatal sex and the
LGBTQIA+ community. Content covers everything from guides to penis pleasure, working in the
porn industry, playlists to get you in the mood, navigating pleasure after trauma, never spoken
before kinks and the most common yet unspoken barriers to pleasure.
drip’s products are available at www.dripshop.life

